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In order to combine the two transformers into one and so save
labour in construction, it is suggested that a double magnetic circuit be
used having three parallel cores, of which the middle core has double
the section of the outer cores. The primary winding should consist of
two equal coils placed upon the outer cores and connected so as to
magnetise the rectangle formed by the outer cores and yoke in the
same sense. The direct-current winding or secondary should then be
placed on the middle core, so that when excited it magnetises the two
outer cores in parallel, while it is itself uninfluenced by the alternating
magnetic flux produced by the primary windings. By this means
half the copper required for the direct-current windings, when two
transformers are used, is saved.

DISCUSSION.

Sumpner D r # W t E - S u M P N E R : The paper describes a method of providing
artificial loads of very low power factor. A short time ago Messrs.
Morcom and Morris showed how to design a particular type of choking
coil for the same purpose. Previously low power factor loads have
been obtained by a simple copper coil, but this is not convenient in
practice.

The most important point to consider is whether such apparatus can
be successfully used in connection with the testing of large machines.
I do not feel confident from the author's statements that the use of
transformers as choking coils is promising. The core losses under the
conditions described are very large. The author states that they are
from two to three times the normal. Under these circumstances the
difficulty is to keep the transformers cool, and this may prevent their
successful use as a Joad for large alternators. It is to be hoped that
some way will be found for overcoming this difficulty so that it will be
possible to test large machines without providing special plant except
that involved in the special direct-current excitation.

There is an interesting point connected with the compound excita-
tion of the transformer which is not fully stated in the paper, though it
is illustrated by one of the, curves. The applied alternating-current
voltage forces the magnetisation of the core through the same change
of flux, whether the core is excited by direct-current or not, but when
compound excitation is used the mean flux is much less than that
caused by the direct-current excitation alone. When the alternating
current is positive—that is, circulating in the same sense as the direct
current—the permeability is low and the flux change small, while, when
the alternating current is negative, the permeability is high and the flux
change great. This leads to the difference in form of the positive and
negative half-waves of current, and causes irregular alternating-current
waves, an undesirable result. Were it not for this, however, the
method would be impracticable, because the currents would become
so excessive that the coils would overheat.

Two other points call for notice. The statement that Cos <p has no
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definite meaning unless the currents are truly sinuous is incorrect, for Dr.
the expression, when equated to the power factor, yields a value for <p, umpner-
which has a precise meaning in connection with vector figures, how-
ever irregularly the currents and voltages vary. The other statement
to which I wish to refer is Dr. Coales' experimental result that the
average self-induction of the transformer coil is inversely proportional
to the strength of the direct current used for the excitation. There
are many definitions of self-induction, but a very usual one is that
given by the equation—

LpA — W,

where V stands for the voltage and A for the current of a choking coil,
and where p is proportional to frequency. For a choker excited at con-
stant voltage and frequency, like those of Dr. Coales, the product L A
would be constant, and as Dr. Coales found in his tests that the alter-
nating current A was approximately equal to the direct current he
used, and that the self-induction was inversely proportional to the
direct current used, the result he found merely expresses the fact that
he was using constant voltage.

Mr. S. P. SMITH : The line current curves a to e (Fig. 9) show clearly Mr. Smith,
that the current wave approaches more nearly to a sine wave as the
saturation increases, the reason being that the effect of the iron
diminishes at such high flux densities. In this case the prominent
harmonic seems to be a negative cosine term of the third order. But
where does this third harmonic in the line current come from ? The
curves themselves seem to supply the answer to this. Looking, for
instance, at the curves of magnetising current in Figs. 9 / t o ; , it will
be seen that a strong second harmonic, due to hysteresis, is visible.
Turning then to Fig. 13, curves b to e are given of the direct current
in the windings marked H T. Now, in the lower curves, d and e, the
curve of direct-current amperes shows the superposition of an almost
pure second harmonic, whilst the curves of alternating-current amperes
in these cases deviate but little from sine waves. In curves b and c,
however, the alternating-current amperes show the strong third men-
tioned above, and this shows its effect on the direct-current amperes by
the superposition of a fourth as seen by the peaks and flats in these
curves. That this fourth harmonic varies with the third in the alter-
nating-current wave (Figs. 13, b to e) seems to point conclusively to
the fact that it is due to this third harmonic. In a similar manner, the
third harmonic in the alternating-current line amperes doubtless owes
its origin to the second harmonic in the magnetising current (Fig. 9).

The reactions then seemed to be as follows :—
The second harmonic in the magnetising current due to hysteresis

superposes itself on the secondary circuit traversed by direct current.
This reacts on the primary current and sets up a third harmonic.
This third harmonic again reacts on the secondary and produces a
fourth harmonic, and so on. . .

It is remarkable that the results should so closely resemble the
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Mr. Smith, reactions in an alternator, where the second, fourth, sixth, . . . har-
monics appear in the field amperes/whils t the first, third, fifth, seventh,
; . . appear in the armature amperes . In the case of an alternator,
however, the origin of the second harmonic is clear, namely, the
rotation of the field system in synchronism with the main current .

Dr. Morris. Dr. D. K. M O R R I S : I should like to emphasise the great importance
and the difficulty of testing alternators, and also the cost of carrying
out such tests. Since the work by Messrs. Morcom and Walshe the
cost of the necessary apparatus, if choking coils are used, may be said
to be reduced to somewhere about T\f of what it formerly was. Dr.
Coales' test seems to call for no special apparatus, which will be a very
important advantage. He states that a test can be run for 4 hours
using the transformers designed for working with the generator under
test. This length of time is too large, and I think it will be found that
the test cannot be run more than about £ hour without causing over-
heating. This would, however, permit of the regulation of the alter-
nator being tested, and from the rate of rise of tempera ture it would
be possible to get an idea of the temperature rise.

A disadvantage is the very low direct-current voltage required,
which would in most cases mean special cells or generators . An
advantage of the test not clearly brought out is that the use of direct-
current current permits an easy adjustment of the alternating-current
current when working with constant voltage. With the Morcom and
Walshe choking coils this is accomplished by put t ing resistance in series
and parallel with the coils.

Mr. Mr. A. R. E V E R E S T : I am unable to understand the suggested large
increase in iron loss for the same-voltage and frequency when the flux
pulsation is superposed upon an initial magnetisation produced by
direct-current excitation; Some years ago I developed some reactance
coils for use in a rectified series circuit- where the current wave con-
sisted of a large direct-current component with a smaller al ternating
component superposed upon it. These coils were designed on the
assumption that for the same frequency and total range of flux varia-
tion the core.loss would be the same as if the total range of flux varia-
tion were divided equally above and below the neutral-point. According
to my recollection, the heating .tests made on these coils confirmed this
assumption and justified-the design. From this it would appear that
the hysteresis loops as shown in the diagrams do not quite represent
what actually occurs.

Dr. Kapp. Dr. G . - K A P P : Considering the matter from the point of view of the
practical engineer, a test for al ternators that can be made without the
purchase of any special apparatus at all possesses a distinct commercial
advantage. For the 4:est proposed by Dr. Coales it will be necessary to
go to some expense -in order to provide a suitable supply of direct
cur ren t , -but this' should--be less than that, due to providing special
choking coils.- -The- impor tant question; then, is whether a transformer
used in the way suggested would get too hot in too short a time:

- For a long t ime engineers had been in the habit - of--believing
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implicitly in the statement by Steinmetz that the , hysteresis loss Dr. Kapp.
depends solely on the limit of flux variation, the dependence being
expressed by the exponent r6. It would be very strange if this
were proved not to be true, but I must admit that the author has
some,evidence to support this view.

But even taking the statement in the paper that the core loss is
increased by 40 per cent, over the normal, I still believe the method
could be used commercially. The heat capacity of an oil-cooled
transformer is enormous. Taking as an example a 100-k.v.a. trans-
former of, say, 98 per cent, efficiency, there would probably be about
5 kg. of metal and 5 kg. of oil per kilovolt-ampere output. Assuming
that no heat is dissipated, and considering the specific heat of metal
and oil, it will be found that per kilovolt-ampere 3 calories were
required to give a temperature rise of 1° C, or 150 calories for 500 C.
rise* This makes for the whole mass of the transformer 15,000 calories,
or i7'5 k.w.-hours. From this it can be seen that the transformer
might be run for over 8 hours under the conditions required by the
test without a greater temperature rise than 500 C. Even were the
loss twice or three times as much, the test can still be run about
2 hours. "
. I therefore believe the test to be commercially possible, particularly
a.s most alternators reach their final temperature in 6 hours.

Dr. J. D. COALES (in reply) : Dr. Sumpner, Dr. Morris, and Dr, Or. Coaies.
Kapp have in turn alluded to the possibility of testing alternators for
6 hours with an inductive load obtained in the manner described.
This point has been briefly referred to in the paper, although my
original intention was to suggest the use of such inductive loads merely
for regulation tests of alternators. Taking the case of a 100-k.w. trans-
former of 98 per cent, efficiency, with a total of 10 kg. of copper and
iron per kilowatt, and 4 kg. of oil per kilowatt, with cooling conditions
such that a. final temperature rise of 500 0. would be obtained, it would
be found that, about 30 hours would elapse before the temperature rise
attained 98 per cent, of its final value, or 25 hours before it attained
95 per cent, of its' final value.. From what is, said in the paper this
would allow;of a 4 hours' run at full inductive load, with ordinary
cooling conditions, and a 10 hours' run with full load of power factor
= Q"8. With temporarily increased cooling conditions the above-men-
tioned period of 4 hours may be increased to 6 hours, thus rendering a
full inductive load test possible.

Dr. Sumpner referred to the irregularity of the alternating-current
wave-form in one of two parallel connected primaries, with artificially
saturated cores (see Fig. 6). This irregularity is compensated for by a
similar irregularity of opposite sense in the other primary, with the
result that the alternating current flowing into the pair is symmetrical,
as illustrated by the oscillograms and explained at length in the paper.
Where three A-connected transformers are used this irregularity is,
however, not eliminated, as.is shown by the oscillograms of Fig. 20,
and it is for this reason that comparative tests, with choking coils of
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Dr. Coaies. good ordinary designs, were made in order to show that the irregularity
is unimportant in testing alternators. With regard to the use of the
term " cos <p " for power factor when the pressure and current wave-
forms are of different shape, Dr. Sumpner is no doubt correct from his
own point of view, but it seems to me that some special convention is
necessary in order to be able to represent wave-forms which are not
sinusoidal, and are very dissimilar, by simple rotating vectors. Dr.
Sumpner finally referred to the statement, " that the mean coefficient
of self-induction varies inversely as the direct current used to saturate
the cores," and suggests that this merely expresses the fact that the
tests were carried out at constant pressure. In making the above
statement I was merely putting the results of experiment in another
form. Since it is found that with constant alternating volts the direct
and alternating currents are proportional to each other, then the mean
coefficient of self-induction must vary inversely as the direct current.
This inverse relationship is still true if the alternating voltage is varied
within limits. It is due to the physical qualities of the iron and not to
the mere external conditions of the test. In curve i, Fig. 15, the mean
coefficient of self-induction will be found to be independent of the
alternating voltage between the limits of o and 70 volts.

Mr. Smith's remarks in connection with the harmonics in the
current wave-forms illustrated in the oscillograms are interesting.
The subject is an- intricate one, and' I should be glad to have the
opportunity of following his observations more closely when published
in the Journal.
" With regard to the question of core losses alluded to by Mr. Everest

and also by Dr. Kapp in connection with the curve in Fig. 12, this
curve gives the total core losses, including the eddy-current losses in
the two transformers, and it cannot without further investigation be
accepted as evidence that the results of Steinmetz are of doubtful
accuracy. It must be remembered that the strong saturation of the
core by the direct currents tends to promote leakage, and that this
probably causes unusual eddy-current losses in the copper of the wind-
ings and in the unlaminated ironwork in the neighbourhood of the
core. Fig. 1 is only intended to illustrate the increase in the alter-
nating magnetising current produced by direct-current saturation of
the iron, and no attention should be paid to the relative areas of the
hysteresis loops there shown.




